ASSOCIATION
Lake life has changed significantly since the 1940’s and there is no existing, ongoing first-hand
human account recording the changes to the environment and surroundings of Pigeon Lake.
This information has the potential to aid in further research, reclamation and protection of the
Pigeon Lake Watershed and surrounding areas.
The Pigeon Lake Watershed Association (PLWA), is collecting and digitizing artifacts such as

photos, slides, media accounts/articles, video footage (youtube or personal video camera),
documents and voice recordings to preserve arecord of environmental conditions at the lake
from the lens of those who live, work, and play in the watershed. We would appreciate

information dating as far back as possible for the Lake Log Project.
What We Are Requesting

We would appreciate your time in connecting us with your respective Summer Village historian.
Understandably, some Summer Villages may have afew people who help maintain ongoing
historical records. In such an event, please notify us who the best person to contact would be

and we will proceed with reaching out to the designated contact.
The initial stage of the Lake Log project will go until the end of 2022, with the plan to continue
this work as an ongoing log of changes at Pigeon Lake. We ask all contributors to contact us as
soon as possible within 2022, to become acontributor.
All of our findings will be made available to the public through an online format which will be
displayed on the PLWA website at https://www.Dlwa.ca/ and on social media as the project
progresses.

You will see our Project Consultant along with the PLWA Summer Staff at various events around
Pigeon Lake this year to meet with potential contributors and share this exciting project with the
public! Please feel free to come up If you see these people who represent PLWA, and have a
chat as they are always eager to meet new people and add to the Lake Log.
Our main contact for the Lake Log is our Project Consultant. Erin Dentzien who can be reached
at piaeonlakelog/^gmaiLcom with questions regarding the Lake Log or to contribute.

If you are interested as an individual in contributing to the Living Lake Log -please fill out this
survey and we will be in touch: httDs://tinvurl.com/nm2vitpc
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